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Both Yegor and Lady Herodias were momentarily stunned watching them. 

Then, they hurried forward to greet them. “Grand Patriarchs, why have you 

suddenly come?” Yegor asked with a smile. 

“Yegor, we sensed a considerable number of long-lost Divine Tools 

appearing, so we came out of curiosity.” A red-haired elder chuckled. 

Following that, another elder with white hair looked toward the road forged by 

the Divine Tools and remarked, “This is such a grand gesture. 

I'm afraid only you two could accomplish it.” Faced with the praise from the 

two Grand Patriarchs, Yegor and Lady Herodias exchanged a glance, smiling 

sheepishly and shaking their heads simultaneously. 

“Why, isn’t it you two?” asked the leading red-haired elder. 

Lady Herodias raised an eyebrow. 

“The disciple surpasses the master. 

It seems we've both grown old.” At these words, the red-haired elder glanced 

toward the Telhervo Hall. 

He caught sight of James leading the newlyweds, Truett and Xitlaly, into the 

hall via the Divine Tools Road. With a meaningful nod, he understood 

everything. 

“The newlyweds have entered the hall. 
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Please grace us with your presence, Grand Patriarchs.” Yegor bowed 

respectfully to the Grand Patriarchs. 

Lady Herodias eyed them and said, “I suppose there’s no need for pretense, 

is there, folks?” A group of Grand Patriarchs exchanged glances before 

bursting into laughter simultaneously. 

Following Yegor and Lady Herodias, they transformed into countless rays of 

light and entered the Telhervo Hall. The rest of the proceedings were 

straightforward. Truett and Xitlaly followed the customary procedures for the 

new couple, culminating in their entrance to the bridal chamber. 

Meanwhile, James seized the opportunity to retrieve the Divine Tools under 

the guise of arranging the bedding, and promptly left the scene without even 

giving the old folks a chance to speak. 

Yegor and Lady Herodias naturally understood James’ intentions. 

Instead of detaining him, they actively assisted, preventing the old foxes on-

site from getting a word in. Regardless, with the wedding progressing to this 

point, the formalities were more or less complete. The next step was simply to 

feast and celebrate with guests from all over. 

At this moment, James and the others gathered on the newlywed spiritual 

mountain of Truett. 

After surveying them, James raised his hand and cast a Soundproof Barrier. 

Then, his expression turned grim. 

“Speak up. 

What's going on?” Seeing James’ displeasure, Lyla, Rebella, Xatia, and Adair 

exchanged glances and lowered their heads. Visit  to read the latest chapter 

of this novel 

“You might play around normally,” said James sternly. 



“However, this is neither the time nor the place for your antics.” “Master.” 

Adair hastily lifted her head. Visit  to read the latest chapter of this novel 

“Weddings are supposed to be lively.” “Weddings are indeed lively,” James 

retorted impatiently. Visit  to read the latest chapter of this novel 

“ However, not before the bride has stepped out of the carriage, only after the 

ceremony. 

Don’t you understand?” “Human customs have too many rules,” Adair 

muttered under her breath. “We're still learning from you.” “Hold on.” James 

pointed at Adair. 

“So, you're the mastermind behind this incident?” “It?s not me.” Adair quickly 

waved her hand. 

“Xitlaly herself said she wouldn't leave the carriage unless you came.” 
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“Mm-hmm." 

Xatia quickly nodded. 

“| can testify.Xitlaly herself said so." “It should have been like this." Rebella 
looked at James. 

"You're not just their brother, but also their matchmaker.How can she leave 
the carriage if you aren’t present? What does that make us on the bride's 
side?" 

“If we don't set the tone in this situation, how can we expect a pleasant 
atmosphere when we enter the groom's family?" Lyla chimed in. 

James laughed upon listening to their self-righteous explanations. 



“As far as | know, none of you have ever been married, or even been in a 
relationship.Where did you get all these mischievous ideas from?" 

At his words, the several stunning women glanced at each other and lowered 
their heads once again, feeling wronged. They still believed they were in the 
right. 

After all, they had their roles, which were to represent Xitlaly’s family. 

They naturally had to uphold her interests. 

Meanwhile, James represented Truett's side, responsible for all the 
arrangements here. It seemed a bit domineering that he had taken a hands-off 
approach and blamed them. Truett suddenly barged in just as James was 
about to reprimand them further. 

“It's all your fault." 

Adair immediately pointed at Truett. 

“We got scolded because of you." 

‘That's right!" 

Xatia glared fiercely at Truett. 

“Xitlaly wouldn't step out from the carriage, and you didn't even bother to 
come and appease her. You hid and didn’t show up.Is that acceptable?" 

“Little Truett, you're a married man now." 

Rebella stared at Truett fiercely. 

“We won't spare you if you dare to let Xitlaly suffer, even to the point of 
abuse." “No need for nonsense.” 

Lyla shot Truett at a glance. 

“This isn’t over.We should hit him after the wedding." 

Truett wore a bitter expression as he listened to the scolding from several 
living beings. Then, he looked at James. 



“James, they scared me so much | didn't dare to enter the bridal chamber." 
“You deserve it,” said James helplessly. 

“You should be inside with the bride now.What are you doing out here?" 

“I'm not the only one who came out.She also did." 

Truett suddenly turned around, pointing outside the soundproof barrier. 

The next moment, Xitlaly, dressed in bridal attire, burst in. 

“Oh my goodness,” exclaimed Rebella. 

“Do you even understand the rules? Have you ever been a bride before?" 

“This is the first time.|'m too lazy to go through all the formalities." Xitlaly sat 
down beside Truett nonchalantly. 

"There’s no outsiders here.Let's just chat, shall we?" 

Everyone was left speechless. 

They then began discussing why James suddenly disappeared and did not 
receive an invitation. Visit  to read the latest chapter of this novel 

James recounted the incident with the invitations. 

After hearing this, Lyla’s expression turned cold. 

“So, Xachary has already arrived, but we didn’t see him earlier." “He wouldn't 
appear in the Telhervo Hall," snorted Truett. 

“| sent a respectful invitation to James.He would naturally stay in the Grand 
Patriarch Pavilion." Visit  to read the latest chapter of this novel 

“This folk is shameless,” said Rebella coldly. 

“We must settle accounts with him later." 

“Not just settle accounts," said Lyla, also coldly. 

“| also need to make him hand over something." 



“| just saw the Dark Heavenly Path!" Adair’s eyes flashed. 

"She has a blood feud with Xachary.Why don't we bring her along and attack 
Xachary together later?" Visit  to read the latest chapter of this novel 
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Everyone's expression changed as if they saw a devil while they watched 
Adair. 

“What's wrong?" 

Adair was stunned. 

“Do you all find something inappropriate?" 

Rebella clicked her tongue. 

“You've underestimated the Dark Heavenly Path and overestimated Xachary." 

“Exactly,” Truett laughed. 

“Xachary’s Tribulation has already dropped.We can knock him down without 
needing an alliance with the Dark Heavenly Path." Adair rolled her eyes upon 
hearing this. 

“So, when do we make our move?" 

At these words, everyone looked at James simultaneously because only he 
could make this decision. Meanwhile, James was immersed in silence. 

With Skynet orchestrating such a grand scene, inviting heroes from all walks 
of life, the original intention might have been to add luster to this wedding. 

However, James wondered if they truly anticipated the hidden treachery and 
crisis behind it. 

Setting aside the fact that the new alliance and the Righteous Alliance have 
long been at each other's throats, with irreconcilable differences, just the 
appearance of the Dark Heavenly Path here as a wife has already filled the air 
with hatred. 



The wedding of Truett and Xitlaly had reached this point perhaps due to 
various forces reluctantly giving face under the pressure of Yegor and Lady 
Herodias. 

With Truett and Xitlaly entering the bridal chamber, the wedding proceedings 
had concluded. 

Would the various factions still exercise restraint during the ensuing grand 
banquet? Even Adair knew that disruptions in the bridal chamber could 
present an opportunity for settling personal vendettas, with enemies seizing 
the chance to strike openly. 

What could Yegor and Lady Herodias say then? So, it was likely that the 
following events would not be all joy and celebration but rather a series of 
disasters, perhaps even a Catastrophe. 

After careful consideration, James raised his head and scanned 
everyone.novelbin 

"Xachary still has his uses.We can’t move against him temporarily.Right now, 
I’m more concerned about the Forladtt Land." Everyone expressed 
astonishment simultaneously. 

“Lyla, Rebella," said James coldly. 

“Extend your hands." 

Lyla and Rebella hesitated for a moment before reluctantly reaching out. 

The next moment, James infused them with a trace of Courageous Power that 
could allow them to move in and out from the restrictions of the Forladtt Land. 

Feeling this, Lyla and Rebella were momentarily stunned. 

“| hereby appoint you as the Left and Right Grand Lords of the Jademora 
Empire," said James deliberately. 

“Lyla is the Left, and Rebella is the Right.Hurry back to the Forladtt Land and 
take charge of all living beings there." 

Without waiting for Lyla and Rebella to respond, James looked at Xatia and 
Adair. 



“You both go back as the Left and Right Great Elders of the Jademora 
Empire, to assist Lyla and Rebella." 

They were all shocked at this declaration. 

They could not understand why James was insisting on sending them back at 
this moment, and with such heavy responsibilities. At this point, Adair raised 
her head in dismay. 

“Master, we haven't finished attending the wedding yet." 

“How else do you plan on attending?" 

James glanced at her disdainfully. 

“The ceremony has been completed. 

Are you hoping to witness the couple's wedding night?" 

With these words, they were left speechless. 

“I'm asking you to return to the Forladtt Land.This is a command." James’ 
eyes narrowed into slits. 

“Since the establishment of the Jademora Empire, this is the first time I've 
uttered these four words.Do you intend to disobey?" Visit  to read the latest 
chapter of this novel 

Upon hearing this, the four living beings looked at each other in silence before 
hastily bowing and reluctantly taking off into the air. Visit  to read the latest 
chapter of this novel 

“Don't think of playing tricks. can sense whether you return to the Forladtt 
Land," James declared forcefully. 

“If anyone dares to disobey this order, they'll be immediately expelled from the 
Jademora Empire, and all ties will be severed.'In an instant, the expressions 
of the four living beings in the void changed. Visit  to read the latest chapter of 
this novel 

However, James spoke again before they could speak. “Celestial Sage and 
Earthly Sage, I'd trouble you to escort them." Two golden lights enveloped 
Lyla, Rebella, Xatia, and Adair, sending them away directly. 



It was not until this moment that Truett and Xitlaly looked at James with 
astonishment. 

Chapter 6264 

“What's going on, James?" 

“Do you have a premonition, James?" 

James lifted his head and said lightly, “There's something | need to entrust to 
you." 

He raised his hand, and the Courageous Tower, which controlled the Forladtt 
Land, appeared in his palm. The tower emitted black and white light. 

Truett and Xitlaly were both stunned when they saw this. 

“I'll temporarily entrust the Courageous Tower to you." 

James handed the tower to Truett. 

“| might be leaving for some time.| hope that Skynet and the lustus Sect can 
protect the Forladtt Land in my absence." Upon hearing this, Truett quickly 
stood up. 

“James, we are also a part of the Jademora Empire..." 

“No, you are not from now on,” 

James interrupted Truett. 

"You are the Young Master of Skynet.After your marriage, your father and 
mother should hand over Skynet's affairs to you." With that, he turned to 
Xitlaly. 

“And you, holding the Tempest Scepter, have become the sect leader of the 
lustus Sect. 

When you meet with Sir Mattaniah later, I'll make this request to him, and he'll 
surely agree." 

“No!" 



Truett suddenly became anxious. 

“James, what's so important that you have to—" 

“You always want to dig deeper,” 

James interrupted him again. 

“You're married now.It’s time to be a man.You have to be mature and 
sensible." 

Truett was rendered speechless. 

Xitlaly sighed softly and choked up. 

“James, you have your ideas and arrangements, and | won't pry, but I'll make 
two things clear. 

“First, whether I’m the lustus Sect’s saintess or the sect leader, I’m still a 
member of the Jademora Empire.Nobody can drive me away, including you. 

“Second, Truett and | will support you no matter what you're going to do. 
However, we will resent you forever if you want to deprive us of the right to 
share life and death." 

Xitlaly was clever. 

James looked at her and suddenly waved his hand, and hundreds of Divine 
Tools flew to her.She looked surprised. “James...” 

“These things are to be kept by you." 

James smiled. 

"Take what you need and store the rest.They will be of great use to us in the 
future." 

At his words, Xitlaly waved her hand and collected all the hundreds of Divine 
Tools. 

Then, she nodded heavily at James. 

“Alright." James smiled. 



“Most of the arrangements have been made.Now, it’s time for you two to enjoy 
your wedding night." With that, he looked at Truett again. 

“This guy is impulsive.Xitlaly, you'll have to discipline him more.|f he doesn’t 
listen, just beat him until he does." 

“Rest assured." Xitlaly nodded. 

“I'll beat him three times a day." 

“James...” said Truett. 

James suddenly soared into the air before he could finish. 

At the same time, James waved his hand to envelop the entire newlywed 
spiritual mountain with a barrier. Visit  to read the latest chapter of this novel 

At this moment, the Celestial Sages appeared. 

James politely bowed to them, “Seniors, could you please place the strongest 
restriction on this spiritual mountain? At least preventing the two of them from 
breaking out today." Visit  to read the latest chapter of this novel 

Celestial Sage and Earthly Sage glanced at each other and simultaneously 
acted. 

Two gray restrictions instantly enveloped the newlywed spiritual mountain, 
emanating terrifying power. Visit  to read the latest chapter of this 
novelnovelbin 

Seeing this, James smiled and thanked them, “Thank you." 

“Yegor and Lady Herodias asked us to invite you." 

Celestial Sage stared at James. 

“It seems you have already anticipated something.” 

James took a deep breath. 

“This place isn’t suitable for conversation.How about we go elsewhere?" 



The Celestial Sages nodded simultaneously, and a Historial Power instantly 
enveloped James. 

They disappeared into the void in an instant. 

Chapter 6265 

The Celestial Sages appeared with James in a mysterious restricted area at 
Skynet Headquarters. 

“This is a restricted area, outsiders are not allowed in," 

Celestial Sage explained to James. 

Earthly Sage added, “The Tirta Grand Formation is enveloping us now.Even 
the Grand Patriarch’s Zen cannot be utilized." James nodded in 
understanding, then sighed lightly, “Il presume you two have some 
expectations for the upcoming situation." At his words, the Celestial Sages 
exchanged a glance, both nodding simultaneously.novelbin 

They had initially thought James sent away his trusted disciples to prevent 
them from being involved in the impending trouble. However, James’ attitude 
toward the Truett couple confused them. 

They wondered why James treated it as more than just a calamity, almost like 
settling affairs. 

Thus, they voiced their perplexity. 

After listening, James smiled faintly. 

“Do you inquire at the behest of Yegor and Herodias, or is it your own 
curiosity?" 

The Celestial Sages were momentarily stunned, then both spoke at once, 
“What's the difference?" 

James replied calmly, “If it’s your inquiry, | can only write two letters and ask 
you to hand them over to Mr. Yegor and Herodias.Then you'll understand 
everything.” 

At his words, the Celestial Sages frowned. 



After a while, Earthly Sage sighed lightly, “You're quite thoughtful." 

“Then write the two letters," Celestial Sage spoke bluntly. 

James condensed two energy balls containing messages with his Zen and 
handed them to the Celestial Sages. 

The Celestial Sages took them and nodded simultaneously. 

James waved his hand, and two transcendent Divine Tools emanating ten-
colored light appeared before the Celestial Sages. Seeing this, their 
expressions changed drastically. 

“The Quintessence Cauldron?"Celestial Sage exclaimed, " 

You possess such a treasure?" 

“The Kyodai Tower!" 

Earthly Sage also exclaimed, “This is a genuine transcendent Divine Tool.It's 
long been lost.Where did you find it?" 

James smiled faintly at the two. 

“Please accept these gifts, Seniors." 

The Celestial Sages both gasped in shock. “These are for us?” 

“With such treasures bestowed upon us, Surely there's a request in return?" 
Visit  to read the latest chapter of this novel 

James took a deep breath, then suddenly knelt before the Celestial Sages. 
Visit  to read the latest chapter of this novel 

Seeing this, they both became anxious. “What are you doing, kid?" said one. 

“You're the Chosen One, this is too much.We cannot bear it," said the other. 
Visit  to read the latest chapter of this novel 

“| have three requests to ask of you." James bowed to them. 

“| hope you will agree.” 



Chapter 6266 The Celestial Sages exchanged a glance, then spoke 
simultaneously, “Shoot.” 

James said solemnly, “The first matter is that you must guard the newlywed 
spiritual mountain where Truett and Xitlaly reside.They're not to step out, 
regardless of what happens outside." 

At his words, the Celestial Sages simultaneously furrowed their brows. 

Earthly Sage asked, “And the second matter?" 

“Please take care of my children and Maxine Caden."James " expression 
turned grave. 

“| hope you can ensure their safety in crucial moments." 

Upon hearing this, Celestial Sage’s face darkened. 

“They're favored by Yegor and Lady Herodias.Anyone who dares to be 
disrespectful to them seeks death." “We promise you." 

Earthly Sage fixed her gaze on James. 

"What's the third matter?” 

“The third matter," James sighed lightly. 

“When necessary, | hope you can lend a hand to the Forladtt Land, protecting 
the living beings in the Dark World." At this, the Celestial Sages were startled. 

They had not expected James’ three requests to be like this, especially with 
none concerning his own safety. It seemed as if he already knew his fate. 

Taking a deep breath, Celestial Sage stared at James. 

“Kid, the value of these two gifts doesn’t match the three matters you're asking 
for.Just speak up if you have any difficulties, and we will assist you." 

“Yeah,” Earthly Sage sighed lightly. 

“These two treasures are sufficient to drive five Quasi Daelcon Rank 
powerhouses to risk their lives for you.We can’t be an exception." 



James smiled faintly at them, “You are the ancestors of heaven and 
earth.How could | dare? | hope you will agree to these three matters.l’m 
deeply grateful.|'ll repay this kindness if | have the chance in the future." 

Seeing James so determined, Celestial Sage and Earthly Sage exchanged 
another glance, then slowly closed their eyes. Shortly after, the two 
transcendent Divine Tools were retrieved by them. 

Giving money and resolving calamities was their way of agreeing. 

They helped James to his feet. 

Then, they looked at him solemnly but hesitated to speak further. 

As Grand Patriarchs, they could not press a junior to explain his reasons. 

The Telhervo Hall was packed, but an eerie atmosphere pervaded, and the 
tension was growing increasingly intense. 

Over a dozen powerhouses at the peak of the Yuraeceon Daelm Rank’s Ninth 
Tribulation were locked in battle outside the main hall. 

Their Genesis Powers and Sword Lights flashed, deploying Supernatural 
Powers, causing the world to tremble. 

These super powerhouses were super sect controllers of the Righteous 
Alliance and the new alliance, acting under the secret orders of Gladwin and 
the Yaquis Holiness, ostensibly for the sake of sparring. 

Neither Yegor nor Lady Herodias intervened, and the elders seated on both 
sides were eager to witness the prowess of their juniors. 

However, the battles outside the hall grew fiercer, to the point where killing 
moves were employed, inflicting serious injuries upon each other, reaching a 
point of no return, yet no one intervened. 

Just then, an elder with white hair was bombarded with a barrage of punches 
in the void outside the hall. 

His flesh exploded in an instant, shocking all the powerhouses inside the hall. 

“Sect Leader of the Aurora Sect!" 



novelbin 

Gladwin rose from his seat and roared, “The rebels of the new alliance, this 
spar should have its limits. How dare they resort to lethal force?" Visit  to read 
the latest chapter of this novel 

In his words, the Grand Patriarchs and super powerhouses simultaneously 
furrowed their brows. The Yaquis Holiness chuckled and looked at Gladwin. 

“Your Righteous Alliance can injure the Sect Leader of my Hues Sect.Why 
can't we injure your Sect Leader of the Aurora Sect?” Visit  to read the latest 
chapter of this novel 

“You old dog!" 

Gladwin slammed his palm onto the table and pointed fiercely at the Yaquis 
Holiness. “You've gone too far.If you want a fight, let’s settle it ourselves." 

“Fine.” 

The Yaquis Holiness sneered as he stood up. 

"I'll accompany you to the end." 

“Please take your quarrel outside if you must." 

Lady Herodias’ face hardened. 

“Don't disrupt the feast.” 

Hearing Lady Herodias’ words, Gladwin and the Yaquis Holiness snorted 
coldly and immediately rushed out of the hall together. Visit  to read the latest 
chapter of this novel 
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Seeing this scene, a Grand Patriarch with white temples sitting beside Lady 
Herodias suddenly chuckled and said, "The younger generations nowadays 
are becoming more and more audacious. They dare to be so bold and 
ruthless." 

“Well, you can’t say it like that, Sir Stefan." 



Another Grand Patriarch with red hair chuckled and said, “They each lead a 
sect now, how can they develop if they don’t compete?" 

The words of the red-haired Grand Patriarch immediately resonated with the 
other Grand Patriarchs present, who nodded one after another. 

“The Genesis World has always been a world of survival of the fittest. With 
limited resources, it’s natural that the strong are respected." 

“We've fought our way up like this all along.Otherwise, could we have what we 
have now?" “The younger generation's hot-bloodedness is understandable.Let 
them play.” 

“It seems that both the Yaquis Holiness and Gladwin have comparable 
cultivation bases. This battle between them is quite intriguing." 

“These two juniors have been at odds for several entrapochs and still haven't 
determined a winner!" 

“We're not interested in their performance.|nstead, we're interested in the 
Chosen One." 

Just as their voices fell, Gladwin and the Yaquis Holiness outside the hall had 
already begun to fight. 

When they made their move, it was all devastating Supernatural Powers. 

Especially Gladwin’s Historial Dragon's Breath. 

Once unleashed, the entire Telhervo Hall outside was filled with golden light, 
creating a majestic and spectacular sight. The Yaquis Holiness was not to be 
outdone. 

Amidst this golden light, he moved as lightly as a swallow, contending with 
various Supernatural Powers from Gladwin, not falling behind. 

Just as they were fiercely engaged in battle, the Celestial Sages walked in 
slowly with James. 

With James’ appearance, all the super powerhouses and Grand Patriarchs in 
the hall cast strange glances at him simultaneously. 

“Come here, Little James." 



Lady Herodias smiled and stood up, waving at him. 

Yegor also stood up and smiled.novelbin 

“You're a bit late, James." 

James bowed to them. 

Then, he stepped onto the red carpet step by step under the gazes of the 
powerhouses and Grand Patriarchs. Wherever he went, all the powerhouses 
he knew stood up to greet him. 

This included not only Yancy Quaid, the Sect Leader of the Behaterm Sect, 
and Wylie Harriet, the Lord of the Sanctum Genesis World, but also several 
elders of the lustus Sect. 

The super powerhouses at the scene also stood up to greet him one after 
another, showing no disdain for him despite being a junior at the peak of 
Yuraeceon Daelm Rank’s Eighth Tribulation. 

After all, the living beings who could sit in this hall were all big shots who had 
seen the world. Not to mention the fact that James wielded so many lost 
Divine Tools of their various sects. 

Just being the Chosen One with the Ultimate Golden Body was enough to 
make them admire him. 

It was precisely because of this Ultimate Golden Body that each of them had a 
hint of greed in their eyes. Visit  to read the latest chapter of this novel 

Even the group of supremely cultivated Grand Patriarchs was no exception. 
“Sit here." Yegor smiled and said, “You're the protagonist today." 

When James saw the place Yegor had vacated, it was actually between him 
and Lady Herodias, so he hurriedly shook his head. Visit  to read the latest 
chapter of this novel 

“Tl sit over there." With that, he walked towards a dark corner. 

Seeing this, all the powerhouses present frowned simultaneously, and some 
of them were already showing signs of anger. Visit  to read the latest chapter 
of this novel 



“He has no manners, showing such disrespect while relying on being the 
Chosen One." “Exactly, he doesn’t even give face to Yegor and Lady 
Herodias, but runs off to be with an evildoer." “What's the relationship 
between him and that evildoer? Could he be captivated by her beauty?" 

“He possesses the Ultimate Golden Body.We mustn't let that evildoer take 
advantage of him.” 

Chapter 6268 “If that evildoer obtains the Ultimate Golden Body, won't the 
Genesis World be plunged into catastrophe?" “Let's wait for the right moment 
to settle the score.No rush for now." 

Listening to the whispered conversations of the powerhouses, the Grand 
Patriarchs sitting on either side of Yegor and Lady Herodias exchanged 
glances, their eyes revealing hidden meanings. 

Meanwhile, James sat down beside Dark Thea, nodding slightly towards her. 

“It seems someone still appreciates me." 

Dark Thea smiled charmingly. 

“Well, with so many guests coming and going today, there must be a few 
normal ones, right?" With that, she raised her glass of Qhairos towards 
James. 

“Let's drink to outshine these old dogs." 

Astunned silence fell over everyone. 

However, James smiled calmly and raised his glass in response. 

At that moment, Dark Thea suddenly grabbed his hand. 

"This is how we should drink.” 

With that, she intertwined her hand with James’, tilting her head back to finish 
her drink. This was a cross-cupped wine toast. 

James was taken aback, then sighed inwardly. 



‘Thea, let's drink a cross-cupped wine toast at our brother's wedding. It's a 
way to celebrate our reunion.’ With that thought, he too emptied his glass in 
one gulp. 

Seeing the two of them drinking the toast as if nothing had happened, the 
super powerhouses and Grand Patriarchs at the scene rolled their eyes 
incessantly. 

Some were even beginning to stand up in anger but were held back by their 
companions. 

Yegor and Lady Herodias exchanged a glance, both revealing smiles of relief. 

Others may not know their relationship, but Yegor and Lady Herodias had 
some idea. 

Yet, seeing this pair of star- crossed lovers meeting in such a manner and on 
such an occasion was truly lamentable. 

It seemed they had already garnered enough animosity. 

Just then, the battle between Gladwin and the Yaquis Holiness escalated 
outside the Telhervo Hall, causing chaos and darkness. 

They unleashed countless transcendent Supernatural Powers, with the 
Genesis Power and the subtle Historical Power intertwining, explosions 
reverberating, leaving the area in ruins. 

If not for Skynet activating the Tirta Grand Formation, it would have been 
unable to withstand the residual shockwaves. 

Watching the earth-shattering battle outside, James suddenly chuckled, 
“Who's stronger between Gladwin and the Yaquis Holiness?" 

“They're just a couple of old dogs," Dark Thea sneered. 

"Once | reach the Quasi Daelcon Rank, they’re both dead meats." 

Hearing this, James sighed helplessly, “You should leave sooner rather than 
later." “Leave?” 

Dark Thea looked at James as if he were a monster. 



“Do you think I’m afraid of them?" 

“Of course not," James sighed softly. 

“It's difficult to contend with so many powerhouses.Apart from me, Yegor, and 
Lady Herodias, everyone here is your enemy.Do you believe you can 
withstand their combined assault?" 

Dark Thea’s beautiful eyes flashed. 

“Do they dare to make a move here?" 

“Nothing's impossible," James murmured.novelbin 

“After all, my brother's wedding has concluded, and now it’s time for everyone 
to show their Supernatural Powers." Visit  to read the latest chapter of this 
novel 

Dark Thea swept her gaze around covertly. 

Seeing all the super powerhouses and Grand Patriarchs staring at her 
intently, she could not help but feel uneasy. Visit  to read the latest chapter of 
this novel 

She knew James was right, but it was too late. 

Now that this group of old dogs had their eyes on her, it was impossible to 
leave safely. Visit  to read the latest chapter of this novel 

With that in mind, she once again picked up the Qhairos nonchalantly. “Let's 
continue with the toast." 

James was taken aback, then smiled wryly. 

After clinking glasses with her, he drank the toast once again. “Evildoer, have 
you had enough?" 

An elderly woman with white hair suddenly roared. 

Immediately, more than a dozen super powerhouses in the hall stood up 
simultaneously. 
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Dark Thea and James released their grip and watched the dozen or so 
transcendent powerhouses, who seemed eager to try their luck. 

Both of them simultaneously furrowed their brows. “What's this? Are you all 
bothered by us having a drink?" Dark Thea sneered. 

“Madam Savannah, are you envious because there’s a handsome man beside 
me? “If you have some romantic inclinations, you could also grab a few good-
looking guys to accompany you for drinks and indulge in some revelry, even 
taste what it’s like to be with a man." 

The scene erupted into a commotion as soon as these words were spoken. 
James could only sigh in speechless amusement. 

When Thea got mischievous, she could anger a bunch of powerhouses 
without even trying, because her resentment was always brimming. 

“This is utterly outrageous!" roared Savannah. 

“You are harlot, demoness, shameless and depraved! You wreaked havoc in 
the Genesis World countless times, and now you dare to come to the feast of 
Yegor and Lady Herodias to cause trouble. Your sins are beyond 
redemption.I'll make sure your soul scatters into oblivion today." 

At these words, Dark Thea covered her mouth and shook with laughter. 

In this laughter, the transcendent powerhouses discerned mockery, disdain, 
and condescension, as if this laughter was offending every one of them, so 
much so that even the Grand Patriarchs wore expressions of indignation. 

Immediately after, Dark Thea waved her delicate hand, and a purplish-pink 
light shot out, instantly stripping Savannah of all her clothing. 

At that moment, all the super powerhouses and Grand Patriarchs present 
could not help but stiffen. 

Lady Herodias immediately covered Yegor's eyes. 

“Heh, it’s leopard print!"James exclaimed. 

“You're quite adventurous." 

Dark Thea burst into laughter. 



“Quite interesting! You're even more wild than me.You, this uninterested old 
nun, are quite shameless and depraved, aren't you?" Savannah was 
consumed with a mix of shame and rage. 

She immediately used the divine light to cover herself. 

She roared in anger, “You...” 

“What about me?" 

Dark Thea interrupted. 

“Same nonsense again.| didn't beat you to a pulp last time, and now you're 
back playing the saint again?" 

Savannah's anger reached its peak. 

Just as she was about to explode, a Grand Patriarch in green robes suddenly 
stood up from among the Grand Patriarchs. “Evildoer, do you really think 
there’s no one in my Sylverstar Sect?" said Yazan. 

At his words, Dark Thea exclaimed, “Sir Yazan, are you willing to sacrifice 
your dignity and come down personally?" “You're outrageous and shameless." 

Yazan’s face darkened ominously. 

“A scourge like you, who brings chaos to the Genesis World, must be 
exterminated by all. Today, my Sylverstar Sect will rid the Genesis World of 
your menace." 

Just as he finished speaking, Dark Thea’s eyes flashed with two red beams, 
instantly enveloping Yazan and imprisoning him. 

This sudden turn of events shocked everyone in the hall. The next moment, 
they heard Yazan scream amidst this eerie red light, his abundant Genesis 
Power rapidly leaking out. 

At the same time, two fist-sized gray energy balls emerged above his head, 
enveloped by the red light and immediately devoured by Dark Thea. Visit  to 
read the latest chapter of this novelnovelbin 



Following that, the red light dissipated, and Yazan crashed to the ground, 
instantly transforming into a curled-up squirrel. Visit  to read the latest chapter 
of this novel 

This scene happened so swiftly, so much so that all the super powerhouses 
present had not even reacted, and it was all over. Seeing Yazan in his original 
form on the ground, everyone in the hall finally revealed expressions of shock 
and disbelief. 

A Grand Patriarch, a top-tier powerhouse at the Quasi Daelcon Rank, was 
killed in an instant. 

They wondered just how powerful this evildoer had become. 

“What's the point of boasting without strength?" 

Thea snorted coldly. 

“Do you really think stepping into the Quasi Daelcon Rank makes you a Grand 
Patriarch?" 

She then turned to Yegor and Lady Herodias and nodded apologetically. 

“Sorry about this.! didn’t mean to cause trouble, but it seems even having a 
drink can attract calamity.It's just unavoidable.” Visit  to read the latest chapter 
of this novel 

Yegor and Lady Herodias exchanged a glance, both revealing a wry smile. 
“Outrageous!” The red-haired Grand Patriarch glared at Yegor and Lady 
Herodias. “You two are the hosts.novelbin 

We're all esteemed guests invited by you. 

Can you allow such atrocities to happen before you?” His words immediately 
struck a chord with the surrounding Grand Patriarchs, who began clamoring. 

1 “Yegor and Lady Herodias, we will take action if you don’t intervene.” “Such 
madness cannot be tolerated!” “This evildoer is too arrogant. 

This is simply intolerable!” “We usually don’t bother with her, but today’s 
situation is unbearable!” Listening to the Grand Patriarchs’ declarations, Yegor 
and Lady Herodias exchanged another glance. 



Just as they were about to speak, a resounding roar echoed from outside the 
Telhervo Hall. 

“Evildoer, come out and return my Historial Core!” Hearing this voice, the 
enraged Grand Patriarchs were momentarily stunned. James whispered, 
“Who's this now?” “The Core God, the Tool God, and the Daemon,” Dark 
Thea sneered. 

“These three old stubborn ones are never-ending. 

Seems like if | don’t fight them, they'll think I’m scared.” She stood up and 
looked at Yegor and Lady Herodias. 

“I came here for a wedding toast and to visit your Telhervo Holy Site, but | 
didn’t expect a bunch of old stubborn ones to want to eliminate me. 

“Since they’ re so insistent, | won't let you two be in a difficult position. l'll fight 
with them today, but some things might get broken. 

When that happens, I’ll use their bones to compensate.” Without waiting for 
Yegor and Lady Herodias to respond, she turned to James. 

“I'll remember your kindness. 

When the fighting starts, make sure to keep your distance. 

Don’t expect me to protect you.” With that, she suddenly raised both hands 
and soared into the air. 

“ Old dogs, come outside for a bone!” James felt a sense of urgency as he 
watched Dark Thea fly out of the Telhervo Hall. This silly girl was challenging 
so many super powerhouses and Grand Patriarchs on her own. 

He wondered if her strength could truly be so terrifying. 

At that moment, the Grand Patriarchs in the hall exchanged glances and then 
left their seats. 

They did not leave but instead approached James. 

James furrowed his brows as he picked up his wine glass. 



“Is there something you all need?” A white-haired Grand Patriarch said with a 
smile, “James, we need your help in eradicating a scourge in the Genesis 
World. Visit  to read the latest chapter of this novel 

We hope you can assist us.” “I'm just a living being at the peak of Yuraeceon 
Daelm Rank’s Eighth Tribulation. How can | be of assistance?” James asked 
meaningfully. 

“you have the lost Divine Tools of our sects,” said another middle- aged Grand 
Patriarch coldly. 

“Lend them to us temporarily. 

We'll return them to you after we've rid ourselves of this evildoer.” Seeing their 
eager gazes, James inwardly thought, ‘Borrowing is easy, but what about 
returning? Moreover, borrowing my Divine Tools to kill my wife. Visit  to read 
the latest chapter of this novel 

You guys really have some nerve.’ Outwardly, James smiled and shook his 
head. 

“I’m not lending them.” As these two words fell, the faces of the Grand 
Patriarchs in the hall darkened simultaneously. Visit  to read the latest chapter 
of this novel 
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